Spelling Tic-Tac-Toe
Due on Wednesday after new Spelling list is assigned
Everyone is required to do “Write the Words” worth 1 point each word
Write the Words: Write the Spelling Words 2x each and Vocabulary Words with definitions 2x each. This assignment is
required and is its own grade. One point for each word.
Students will play Tic-Tac-Toe to pick the other two assignments from the following list worth 10 points:

Rainbow Words: Write each word using a color on notebook paper. Trace over each word with a different color. When the
paper is finished, the teacher should be able to see two colors for each word. (5 points)
Silly Sentences: Write a silly sentence for each vocabulary words on notebook paper. These sentences MUST show
understanding of the word’s definition. (5 points)
Alphabetical Order: Write the words on notebook paper in the list following the way they are numbered in the book. Then,
write the words a second time in Alphabetical Order. In the end, each word will have been written twice. (5 points)
Blue Vowels: Write each word in RED on notebook paper BUT write each vowel using BLUE. (5 points)
Draw a picture: Divide a piece of into squares. (3rd – fold paper in half & 4th – fold paper in half 2 times use front and
back) Write each of the vocabulary words in a box. Write its definition and then draw a picture to go with the definition.
(5 points)
Tongue Twister: Write a tongue twister on notebook paper for the vocabulary words. These MUST show understanding of
the word’s definition. (5 points)
Fancy Words: Write each word twice using fancy letters, colors may be used. (5 points)
Spelling Book Page: Complete the Spelling page in the book. (5 points)
Family Scramble: On notebook paper you will scramble all the words on your Spelling list including Vocabulary and a
family member will unscramble them beside the scrambled word. (5 points)
Shape Words: On notebook paper write each Vocabulary Word in a shape and then write the word next to it. (5 points)
Ex. A W
E
E
Awesome
MOS
Reverse ABC Order: Write the words on notebook paper in the list following the way they are numbered in the book.
Then, write the words a second time in REVERSE Alphabetical Order. In the end, each word will have been written twice.
(5 points)
Rhyme Time: Write Vocabulary Words on notebook paper and write a rhyming word next to each one. (5 points)
Spelling Poem: Write a poem using all Vocabulary words on notebook paper. (5 points)
Spelling Comic Strip: Choose any 5 Spelling Words from your list. On a piece of notebook paper draw a comic strip, and
use those 5 words in the talking bubbles. There can be more than one bubble. (5 points)
Cut and Paste Spelling: Use magazines and newspapers to find the Vocabulary words, cut them out and paste them on a
piece of notebook paper. (5 points)
Syl-la-bles: On notebook paper write each Spelling and Vocabulary Word in syllables, separate each syllable with a hyphen
and then write the word next to it. (5 points)
Ex. hap-py happy

